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Horn on course for the future

Tübingen-based Paul Horn GmbH ended 2016 by moving into two new buildings for production and
administration.. The move doubles the precision tool manufacturer's capacity, making. Clear its
commitment both to the city of Tübingen and to production in Germany. The total amount invested in
the two buildings, including production facilities, amounts to more than EUR 70 million. Lothar Horn,
Managing Director at Horn: "We are investing in our future. It will be especially beneficial for our
customers, as continue to focus on speed of response to orders, top quality and precision. These
values apply to our employees, our infrastructure with its buildings, machines and equipment,
processes and organisation, as well as products and to our commitment to technology and
innovation
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Covering an area of 3500 m across six floors, the new administrative building houses not only offices
but also seminar rooms for customer training – something that is gaining in importance all the time –
and internal training facilities for Horn employees. A clear architectural design and bright rooms offer
space for the 120 employees who moved into the building in December 2016. The vacated space in
the existing administrative building will provide opportunities to restructure and merge departments
which were previously accommodated in various rooms and buildings due to lack of space. The old
entrance area now houses a modern in-house restaurant with an enjoyable outdoor space. The new
build and restructuring of the existing building represents a total investment of EUR 16.5 million.
171 metres long, 50 metres wide and 18 metres high. These are the dimensions of the new building
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right next to the existing production facility. Covering a total area of 20,000 m , of which 12,000 m are
2
dedicated to production, Horn doubled its production space to approximately 25,000 m . Completed
and occupied in the summer of 2016, the two-storey structure is now the largest industrial building in
Tübingen. With annual recruitment drives for new staff, Paul Horn GmbH intends to create even more
jobs for the region in the future. "We are planning tangible growth over the next few years," Lothar
Horn points out. The new production building houses tool holder manufacturing, the tool coating
department and logistics. The building cost EUR 30 million to construct, with an additional EUR 25
million spent on new machinery and equipment.
An active supporter of BlueCompetence, the sustainability initiative of the German Mechanical
Engineering Industry Association (VDMA), Horn is integrating modern systems for saving and
recovering energy into the new production building. To protect the environment, a combined heat and
power plant has been installed to recycle unused waste heat for cooling in summer and heating in
winter. The CHP facility also generates elctricity from gas at an efficiency of 90%. Furthermore,
energy-saving LED technology has been used for all of the lighting in the building. A sustainable
approach to using resources, including the acquisition of raw materials, continues to be a part of
Horn's corporate philosophy.
Approximately 60% of the total production area is given over to mechanical manufacturing. Horn has
75 milling centres, turning machines and other machinery for in-house production of all its tool holders
and additional equipment. Automated guided vehicle systems are to be introduced in spring 2017 to
transport materials, production orders and tools around the site. This is a sign of a gradual move
towards Industry 4.0. With its capacity tripled, the new logistics centre is able to process customer
orders quickly and deliver tools even faster. The fully automated handling system in the finished goods
warehouse enables orders to be picked and despatched within a very short period of time. The new
warehousing system for high-speed storage and retrieval of products is exactly what Horn needed to
process approximately 96,000 production orders annually. The standard product catalogue currently
includes more than 20,000 different tools. In addition, more than 120,000 custom-made tool solutions
are available.
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The new production building has 1100 m of space dedicated to the coating department, twice as
much as before. To supplement the nine coating systems it already had in place, Horn has invested in
three new stations featuring HiPIMS technology. This is used to manufacture more complex coatings,
to generate coloured layers and top coats and to speed up coating productivity.
The department also has five wet blasting machines, two fully automated cleaning units and manual
workstations for loading operations.
Horn was founded in 1969 in Waiblingen, with production sites in Gomaringen and Nehren. In 1981,
the company moved its headquarters and production to Steinlachwasen in Tübingen. A new building
at Unter dem Holz was purchased in 1988 and the Horn Hartstoffe GmbH subsidiary was founded.
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From 1999 to 2008 Horn double its floor area twice from an original 2800 m first to 6100 m and then
2
to 11,500 m . In 2011, Horn invested more than EUR 30 million in its subsidiary Horn Hartstoffe
2
GmbH, acquiring 5000 m of production space. The company produces green carbide blanks and
wear parts. In the last four years, Paul Horn GmbH has also opened new sales companies in Mexico
and China.

Image caption: The new production building at Paul Horn GmbH in Tübingen.
Image: Horn_Werk II_außen (Horn/Sauermann)

Image caption: The area inside the new production hall is modern and roomy.
Image: Horn_Werk II_OG (Horn/Sauermann)
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Image caption: Machinery on the ground floor.
Image: Horn_Werk II_EG (Horn/Sauermann)

Image caption: The new logistics centre is making faster delivery times a reality.
Image: Horn_Werk II_LG (Horn/Sauermann)

Image caption: The new finished goods warehouse. High-speed handling facilitates the rapid storage
and retrieval of products.
Image: Horn_Werk II_FL (Horn/Sauermann)
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Image caption: Climate controlled production environment for precision manufacturing.
Image: Horn_Werk II_KA (Horn/Sauermann)
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Image caption: Stunning architecture covering an area of 3500 m . The new administrative building at
Paul Horn GmbH in Tübingen.
Image: Horn_Verwaltung_außen (Horn/Sauermann)
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Hartmetall-Werkzeugfabrik Paul Horn GmbH, Nico Sauermann
Unter dem Holz 33-35, 72072 Tübingen, Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 7071 7004 4044, Fax: +49 (0) 7071 72893
e-mail:Nico.Sauermann@phorn.de, www.phorn.de

Contact person for enquiries:
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Hartmetall-Werkzeugfabrik Paul Horn GmbH, Christian Thiele
Unter dem Holz 33-35, 72072 Tübingen, Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 7071 7004-1602, Fax: +49 (0) 7071 72893
E-mail: christian.thiele@phorn.de, www.phorn.de
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